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Expert Testimony

THE HEARING on Massachusetts’ pro-assisted suicide bill, H 1926 and S1208, was held June 25th on Beacon Hill
to a packed hearing room. Opponents traveled from all parts of Massachusetts and from all over the country
to provide moving testimony. [Image: Worcester News Tonight]
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Featured speakers that took to the podium included:

experience disparities in access to healthcare.

Dr. T. Brian Callister, Board Certified Internal
Medicine and Hospitalist physician who has dealt
with insurance companies denying his patients
coverage, but offering to cover assisted suicide
drugs instead.

Stephanie Packer, Patient Advocate and single
mother of four from California. When Stephanie
was diagnosed with a terminal illness, her insurance
denied coverage for her life-extending treatment
and informed her that lethal drugs for assisted suicide
would be much cheaper.

John Kelly, Director of Second Thoughts
Massachusetts, a disability rights group opposing the
legalization of assisted suicide.

Kristen Hanson, Community Relations Advocate at
the Patients’ Rights Action Fund and widow of JJ
Hanson.

Coalition Leaders in State Government

Anita Cameron, Director of Minority Outreach
for Not Dead Yet. She has met with national and
state policy makers and written persuasively about
opposition to a public policy of assisted suicide
from the perspective of communities of color who

Please continue to stay involved in the MA fight.
For more information, please visit their coalition site:
noassistedsuicidema.org.
[IMAGES: Callister - 22 News WWLP.com | Packer - MassLive.com]
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Physician Spotlight
Laura Petrillo, MD

Board Certified Palliative Care physician and
researcher who recently moved to Massachusetts
from San Francisco, California. She is currently on
faculty at the Massachusetts General Hospital and
an instructor at Harvard Medical School.
Helping people and their families to manage
symptoms, and restoring a sense of control is exactly
what we do in palliative care. We have many
approaches to managing pain and other symptoms.
When people are feeling better, their feelings
of desperation that they would be “better off
dead” often disappear.
There is a shortage of palliative care clinicians
in the US and in Massachusetts, and there is not
enough training of all medical clinicians in good
communication and symptom management. Better
access to high quality palliative care and good
communication throughout the health system about
patient preferences is what we need most. Palliative
care is what helps people with a life limiting illness
get on with the business of living well in the time that
they have.
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Laura Petrillo, MD
health care, let alone end of life care, legalizing
physician-assisted death creates an unintended and
unspoken pressure not to be a burden that constrains
the freedom of choice.
To prevent suffering and restore choice and dignity
at the end of life, expanding high quality end of
life care should be the top priority. Decriminalizing
death hastening by physicians is not the answer.

TAKE ACTION:
Visit Massachusetts Alliance Against Doctor-Prescribed Suicide

www.noassistedsuicidema.org
Call your Massachusetts’ legislator
and ask them to vote NO on
H.1926 and S.1208.
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Defend the Rights of Patients.
Stop Rationed Healthcare.
When you support the
Patients Rights Action Fund,
you help prevent
2 states legalized
coercion and abuse.
assisted suicide.

15 States where measures
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2 states legalized 15 States where measures
to legalize or expand assisted
assisted suicide.
ed
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suicide were defeated.
1 state passed a bill to
1 state passed a bill to suicide were defeated.
1 state passed a bill to
Pleasesuicide.
Donate Today!
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5 states assisted
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expand
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5 states have a bill pending.

www.patientsrightsaction.org
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The following states defeated bills in 2019: Arkansas: HB 1536. Public hearing held, died in committee. • Arizona: HB 2408, HB2512, SB 1193. Died in committee with no action taken on bills.
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